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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1974, S. Ishikawa [4] proposed a new iteration scheme for con- 
structing fixed points of a nonlinear mapping as follows, 
where C is a compact convex subset of a Hilbert space H, T: C--f C 
is a Lipschitzian pseudo-contraction mapping (i.e., II TX- Tyll’d 
/Ix-yl/*+(Ix--y-(TX-Ty)(l*, x,y~C), and {cln} and {/In} are real 
numbers such that 0 < tl,, 8, < 1 for all integers n 2 0. Ishikawa [4] proved 
that the sequence {xn > defined above converges strongly to a fixed point 
of T if, in addition, {a,} and {/I,} satisfy the conditions ~1, d /J, for all n, 
lim, + m /I,=O, and C,,a,,B”= co. 
Since then, several authors, such as B. E. Rhoades [S], S. A. Naimpally 
and K. L. Singh [7], X. P. Ding [2], T. L. Hicks and J. D. Kubicek 131, 
Q. Liu [S, 61, H. B. Zhao [lo], and the present author [9], have studied 
the Ishikawa scheme and its generalizations. Here, we particularly restate 
the question asked by Rhoades [8] and Naimpally and Singh [7] as 
follows: 
Problem. Can the Ishikawa iteration procedure be extended to quasi- 
contraction mappings? 
This question is in fact solved in the affirmative; see Liu [S, 61 and 
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Ding [2] for the Hilbert space setting and Zhao [lo] for the Banach space 
setting. 
Recall that a mapping T from a metric space (X, d) into itself is said to 
be a quasicontraction if there is a constant 0 6 k < 1 such that 
4% TY) Q k.max (4x, Y), 4x, TX), d(y, TY), 0, TY), d(y, TX)) 
for all x, y in X. Ciric [ 1 ] proved that such a mapping T has a unique fixed 
point X and for each x in X, (7”~) converges to X provided the space 
(X, d) is complete. 
The objective of this short note is to prove a convergence theorem for an 
iteration procedure, which is more general than the Ishikawa scheme, for 
quasicontraction mappings in Banach spaces; in particular, we give an 
affirmative answer to the Rhoades-Naimpally-Singh problem mentioned 
above in a Banach space setting. 
2. THE RESULT 
Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space (X, 11. )I ) 
endowed with the norm topology and T: C+ C a quasicontraction 
mapping. We now introduce the following iteration procedure, 
X,EC, (1) 
~n-(bi}L,u {TxiL,h n 20, (2) 
X n+1=(1-~n)x,+~nT~,> n 20, (3) 
where {cln} is a sequence of real numbers such that 0 < ~1, < 1 for all 
integers n 20 and co(A) denotes the convex hull of the subset A of X. 
Note that in the Ishikawa scheme, y, = (1 -/I,) x, + fi, TX, belongs to 
co( (x,, TX, }) for each n. 
LEMMA. Suppose a, > 0 for all n. Then the four sequences {xn>, {y,}, 
{TX,}, and { Ty,} are all bounded. 
Proof: For each integer n >/ 0, set 
A,= {Xi}~=,‘J {Yi)7=,U (TXi};=oU {TYi}l=,, 
a, = diam(d,) and b, = max { sup( 11 x0-Tx,)I:O<iGn), 
sup(I(x,-Ty,II:O<ibn)}. 
We first show the following. 
Claim. a, = b,. 
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To this end, we devide the proof into several steps. (We may always 
assume a, > 0.) 
Step 1. a, = )/ xi - xi 11 for some 0 6 i < j d n. We then have by (3) 
~~=IIX~-~y~llG(l-~j- I)l/Xi--x,-~II+c(,-~ I/-x~-TY~~-Ill 
6(1~oc~-~)~~xi~xj~~l~+oc~~ Ia,. 
This implies 11 xi-xi- I /I = a, and by induction, a, = I/ xi - xi II = 0, leading 
to a contradiction to the fact that a, > 0. 
Step 2. a,= IIxi-Txjll for some O<i,j<n. If i>O, we have by (3) 
~~6(1-~;~~)llXi~~-~x,ll+cci~-l llTY~-~-Txjll 
d(l-aj..,)lIx,~ i-TxiIl+Clj.~,u,. 
Thus I( xi- , - Txj II = a, and by induction, I/ x0 - TX, II = a,. Therefore, in 
this case, the claim is proven. 
Step 3. a,, = I)xi--yj/I for some 0 < i,j < n. Then since 
yj E CO({X~}~=, u {Tx,}~,=~) by (2), we conclude that either 
a,= I/xi-x, I/ or a, = /Ix,- TX, /I for some Odm <j, reducing to 
Steps 1, 2. 
Step 4. a, = II xi - Ty, II for some 0 Q i, j< n. In this case, we can 
similarly to Step 2 show that a, = )I x0 - Tyj II. 
Step 5. a, = II yI - TX, II for some 0 6 i, j < n. Noting 
~i=o({x,~Lou {Rn)f,=o), we see that either a, = I/x, - Txj /I or a, = 
/I TX, - TX, 11 for some 0 Q m < i. In the former case, we get a, = II x0 - Txj II 
by Step 2, while the latter case is impossible since by the quasicontractivity 
of T, 
II TX, - TXj II 6 k ’ max { /I X, - Xj II 2 II X, - TX,,, II 3 II Xj - TX, II 2 
II&n- TXjll, I/~~-T~mII} 
<ku,<u,,. 
Step 6. a, = /I yi- Ty,II for some 0 < i,j < n. Since 
YiECO({Xm)~=oU {Txnz)L=o), we have either a, = II x, - TyjI) or 
a, = I/ TX, - Tyj 11 for some 0 <m < i. Similar to Step 5, the latter case is 
impossible, while the former case implies a, = II x0 - Tyj II by Step 4. 
Step 7. a, = II yi- y, II for some 0 < i, j < n. Again since 
yi~~~({~,}~=Ou {Tx,}f,=,), we have either a,= IIX,-yj() or 
a, = 11 TX, - yj I( for some 0 <m < i, thus reducing this step to Step 3 or 
Step 5. 
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Since the remaining cases (i.e., a, = (1 Txi - TXj 11 or a, = 11 Txi - Tyj 11 or 
a,, = 11 Tyi - Tyj I( for some 0 < i, j < n) are impossible, the claim is proven. 
Now for each 0 < id n, since 
ll~o-~~ilIdl/~,-~~,ll+ll~~,-~~,ll 
< B + k max ( II ~0 - xi II, II xo - Txo II, II Xi - Txj II, 
II xo - TX; II , II xi - TX, II > 
<.++a,,, 
where B = (I x0 - TX, (I, and similarly, 
Ilxo-TyiIl6B+ka,. 
It then follows that a, = b, d B + ka, ant thus a, < B/( 1 -k). This com- 
pletes the proof. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space 
X and T: C + C a quasicontraction mapping. Suppose TV, > 0 for all n and 
C,,CI, = co. Then the sequence {x,} defined by (1 k(3) converges strongly to 
the unique fixed point X of T. 
Proof For each integer IZ 2 0, let 
Bn= {Xi}i>nU {Yi}iPnU (Txi}ianU {TYi}ian. 
Then by the same proof as in the Lemma above, we have 
r, := diam(B,) = max {sup ((I x, - TX, II :j b n), 
SUP(IIX,-- TYjll:j~n)J. 
Since for each j > n, we deduce from (3) and the quasicontractivity of T 
that 
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where d = 1 -k > 0. In the same way we have for each j 3 n. 
/Ix,-TyiI16(1-d~~~,)r, 1. 
It thus follows that 
r,,d(l -da,,-,)r,-,. 
Therefore, 
r n+l<ro fI (l-dai)+O, as n-co, 
i=O 
since &xn = co. This implies 
lim,, + m 
that bJhe; wyau;;; zv; 
/Ix,--Tx,II =O. Let lim,,,x,=x,. 
lim,,, Tx,=x,. Since T is quasicontractive, it follows that 
II TX, -x, I( = lim (I TX, - TX, /I n-m 
< lim sup k. max ( /I x, - x, II, (I x, - TX, /I, (I x, - TX, I), 
n-m 
II x, - T-G II > II x, - TX, II > 
=k(Ix,-Tx,II. 
Hence TX, =x, since k < 1. Because the fixed point of T is unique, 
XCC =X. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Let C, X, T be as in the Theorem and let {x,, > be the 
sequence determined by the Ishikawa iteration scheme such that LX, > 0 for all 
n and C,CI, = co. Then {x,,} converges strongly to the unique fixed point x 
of T. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the hypotheses of the Theorem, for each initial 
element x0 in C, both the sequences {xn) and {XL} defined respectively by 
and 
~,+1=(1-~(,~)x,+~(,Txo, n Z 0, 
x:,+,=(1-~cr,)x:,+cr,T2~o, n 2 0, 
converge strongly to the unique fixed point X of T. 
Remarks. (i) Corollary 1 provides an affirmative answer to the 
Rhoades-Naimpally-Singh problem stated in Section 1. 
(ii) It is worthwhile to point out that the convergence of the 
Ishikawa iteration scheme is independent of the choice of the sequence 
%I in CO, 11. 
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